
＊Types of Flowers and Other Details＊

❁Rape Blossoms

Where to see
Matsushima Comprehensive Center AROMA
- Aizu, Matsushima Town -

When to see

From January to the Middle of February

Rape Blossoms bloom all around here, and you’ll feel the early coming of spring. 
It’s one of popular photo spots around here.
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https://www.city.kamiamakusa.kumamoto.jp/pub/48796_filelib_3dac08991a35cc0f785e648e1494e75f.JPG


❁ Cherry Blossoms

Where to see
Senganzan Mountain
- Aizu, Matsushima Town -

When to see

From the End of March to the Beginning of April

Mt. Senganzan offers a magnificent panoramic view of surrounding islands 
as well as the whole view of Matsushima, Amakusa. 
In spring, the cherry blossoms over the blue sea and green mountains 
as far as the eye can see gives you a breathtaking moments.  
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❁ Cherry Blossoms

Where to see
Iwa Sakura-Hana Park
- Iwa, Oyano Town -

When to see

From the Middle of February to the Beginning of May

In the park, there are various kinds of cherry blossoms such as Cherry var. 
Gyoikou (Gyoikou Zakura), Taiwan Cherry (Kanhi Zakura), 
Cherry var. Kawazu (Kawazu Zakura), and Oshima Cherry 
(Oshima Zakura), so you can still enjoy cherry blossoms even after April, 
the best time to see them. 
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❁ Amakusa Azaleas

Where to see
Shiratake Forest Park
- Himeura, Himedo Town -

When to see

From the Last of April to the Beginning of May

It is a group of azaleas with three leaves get together at the end of a branch.
It is also one of endangered species that lives only on the upper part of 
Amakusa and is characterized by only a piece of purple-red petal at the
end of the branch. 
Ryododendron Weyrichii (Ontsutsuji) is very similar to Amakusa Azaleas. 
They bloom during the same period, but can be distinguished by having 
larger vermilion petals than Amakusa Azaleas and having one to 
three petals at the end of each branch.
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Kamiamakusa is also famous for producing beautiful flowers 

and ornamental plants.

Kumamoto has the largest shipping volume of Baby’s Breath in Japan. 

Among them, Kamiamakusa is famous for producing Baby’s Breath. 

White flowers can be dyed in various colors. Recent years, not only fresh 

flowers but also dried flowers have become popular. 

Prairie Gentian is long-lasting gorgeous flower. In recent years, along 

with the increase in demand, new farmers have started cultivating Prairie 

Gentian in Kamiamakusa, which could have resulted in an increase in 

production. Kumamoto prefecture ranks second in shipments nationwide 

from actual investment in 2019.

Baby’s Breath

from October to July

from November to January

/ from March to June  

Prairie Gentian (Eustoma)

Snapdragon (Antirrhinum majus) 

from October to April

It is called “Kingyo-so” in Japanese because of the flowers’ fancied 

resemblance to the goldfish, called “ Kingyo” that opens and closes its 

mouth. It features bright colors and a wide variety of colors.

https://www.city.kamiamakusa.kumamoto.jp/pub/48848_filelib_265029880124323968f037ffb7506622.jpg
https://www.city.kamiamakusa.kumamoto.jp/pub/48849_filelib_f4185c82eca65f4c37ce2fa32b9491dc.jpg
https://www.city.kamiamakusa.kumamoto.jp/pub/48850_filelib_ebd83b67f7d3aace419c3f3ee8df35b9.jpg


Michi-no-Eki (Roadside Station) “Kamiamakusa Sun Pearl”
provides seasonal flowers and fresh vegetables, fruits, meats, and fish produced 

by local farmers.

to purchase 
flowers

Michi-no-Eki “kamiamakusa Sun Pearl” provides…  

Dried Flowers
There are various items 
such as long-lasting swags.

For Special ＆
Seasonal Event  

Chrysanthemums are 
one of premium quality 
brands and are good for 
a present.Michi-no-Eki

Kamiamakusa Sun Pearl

☎0964-58-5600

🏠11582-24, Naka, Oyano

Town, Kamiamakusa City

🕘8am – 5pm
Irregular holidays 🅿200 cars

Instagram:kamiamakusa_sunpearl

▲ Flower Section  ▲ Seasonal Cut Flowers  

A calendar which shows seasonal flowers you can purchase. 
Jan Feb Mar Apr Jun Jul Aug Sep Nov DecOctMayFlowers

Chrysanthemum
Sort of 

Sakaki tree

Sea Lavender

Baby’s Breath

Lily

Siam Tulip

Sunflower

Snapdragon 

Prairie Gentian

Aster

Cockscomb

Gladiolus

Globe Amaranth

Feverfew

Mimosa

Banksia

year-round

year-round
till the middle
of June

from the middle
of October

from the middle
of February

till the middle
of March

Interior
*Bottled flowers
*Aroma sachet
*Others 

Handmade 
Jewelries

made of baby’s breath

Mini bouquets
made of pretty 
seasonal flowers 

https://www.city.kamiamakusa.kumamoto.jp/dl?q=48775_filelib_2b5d18352f77a2c5b9f670f6e099ed54.pdf
https://www.city.kamiamakusa.kumamoto.jp/dl?q=48846_filelib_9b4ed5d2287014dd74b423fa5fe8300b.pdf

